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Abstract

The present work assesses how the nozzle geometry, particularly the counter-

bore which is used in gasoline direct injection, could improve the fuel mixture

when injecting in diesel engines, and ultimately, increase the thermal efficiency

of the engine. Five different injector's nozzles are tested using a parametric

variation over counterbore dimensions. For this purpose, measurements of the

rate of injection, spray momentum and non-evaporative visualization are per-

formed. Comparison of the nozzles performance is assessed by the rate of injec-

tion and momentum, nozzle coefficients in the hydraulic part, and in terms of

spray penetration and spray angle in the visualization part which describe the

macroscopic characteristics of spray development. Minimal variation was found

observing at the hydraulic characterization of the injectors. On the other hand,

a more notable difference was found in the visualization experiments, in which

the modified nozzles presented greater spray angles and smaller penetration

than the original one without counterbore. This work provides an insight into

the potential effects of using the popular counterbore -used in gasoline direct

injection (GDI)- in a diesel injector.

Keywords: Diesel, Counterbore, Nozzle geometry, Rate of injection, Spray

momentum, MIE scattering.
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1. Introduction

Energy consumption and emissions production from internal combustion en-

gines remain the two most important critical factors in the design and develop-

ment of engines [1]. Diesel engines are still a fundamental part of the automotive

sector[2], but are considered an environmental concern due to pollutants emis-

sions. The increasing regulations from governments have motivated efforts to

be put in the development of more efficient engines. The efficiency of the diesel

engines is highly dependent on the quality of the combustion, in which the com-

ponent that plays the major role is the injector. It is the main component of the

fuel injection system which delivers the fuel spray in the engine[3]. By improving

its performance, it could achieve better use of the fuel. Over the last decades,

the researchers have studied fuel sprays meticulously to obtain knowledge and

understanding of these complex phenomena. Also, many research studies have

been done to obtain reliable data that allows validating numerical simulations

[4].

The injectors can be evaluated in terms of hydraulic characteristics -which

states the performance of the internal injector flow- and in terms of macro-

scopic spray characteristics, in which liquid/vapor penetration and distribution

are analyzed [5–8]. The macroscopic spray characteristics are the ones that sig-

nificantly affects the combustion and emissions processes [9–11]. By optimizing

these characteristics, the tailpipe emissions: mainly oxides of nitrogen (NOx)

and particulate matter (PM), can be minimized.

The modifications performed in the nozzle geometry of diesel injectors have

been traditionally addressed to gain deeper knowledge about the cavitation of

the inner flow when injecting at high pressures, where the conicity of the orifice

plays a major role [12–19]. Additionally, many studies have analysed the effect

of nozzle geometry on the internal and external flow parameters by compar-

ing the influence of the conical factor of the orifices [20–22], and also elliptical

shape[23–25]. Other works, however, have addressed the performance of two

nozzle geometries with different fuels [5, 26, 27]. Moreover, some studies have
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investigated combustion performance [11, 27, 28], in which [11] did a study

comparing 6 different geometries. All these works have in common that the ge-

ometry changes of the orifices have been done on the inner side or the conicity

factor. Nonetheless, there are not studies for diesel injectors that compares the

performances of nozzles with counterbore, which is a step-like shape modifica-

tion in the outside part of the orifice. This kind of nozzles have only been study

for gasoline direct injectors [29–34] whose results reported that although the

inner hole has more significant influence on the spray characteristics than the

counterbore, the latest can influence the spray angle due to the air entrained

into the counterbore cavity and recirculation flow inside it. It is known that

this stepped geometry could diminish its performance due to the formation of

deposits over long-term usage [35]. This study aims to be a contribution to the

current understanding of the effects of nozzle geometry over the macroscopic

spray development for diesel injectors, which with the use of the counterbore

geometry it potentially could achieve more air incorporation in the spray thus

better fuel-air mixture for more efficient combustion. The experiments were

performed for 5 parametric variations over counterbore nozzles geometries using

conventional diesel fuel. The campaign covered a complete hydraulic characteri-

zation through instantaneous injection rate and momentum flux measurements,

in addition to high-speed visualization of the isothermal liquid spray.

2. Experimental tools and methodology

This sections presents the experimental equipment and data processing method-

ology.

2.1. Injectors

Five diesel injectors with modifications made on the orifices in some of them

were studied. The nozzle has 8 orifices equally axially distributed. The original

injector has a orifice lenght and diameter of 0.725 mm and 0.137 mm respec-

tively, resulting in an L/D relation of 5.2. Also, the orifices have a K-factor
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Nomenclature

∆P Difference between injection

and back pressure

Ṁf Stabilized rate of momentum

ṁf Stabilized rate of injection

ρf Density of the fuel

A0 Outlet area of the injector

Cd Discharge coefficient

Def Effective diameter

Di Inlet diameter

Do Outlet diameter

Pback Back pressure

Pr Rail pressure

CFD Computational Fluid Dynam-

ics

ET Energizing time

GDi Gasoline direct injection

ROI Rate of injection

ROM Rate of momentum

STP Standard Temperature and

Pressure

of 1.5, defined by equation 1 and shown in Figure 1. Where Do is the outlet

diameter, and Di is the inlet diameter. In this case, the spray holes have a

positive conical shape factor, which exhibits an orifice with decreasing diameter

toward the nozzle exit. A k-factor of zero indicates a cylindrical orifice since

the diameters are equal. One of the five injectors is conserved with the origi-

nal geometry. However, the other four are modified to study the effect of the

counterbore. The modifications are made through drilling a counterbore which

changes the depth and the diameter of the recess, as shown in Figure 2. The

variations over the geometric parameters were done based on [29–32] geometries

and performing variations trying to fix depth of the counterbore to see the effect

of the diameter and vice versa. The characteristics of the injectors are presented

in Table 1. The relation L/D of the orifice is greater than 3 for all the injectors.

kfactor =
Di −Do

10[µm]
(1)

2.2. Test conditions and injection systems

A whole common rail injection system was employed to generate high pres-

sure in the test rig used in this study, similarly to the one used in [31, 36].
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Figure 1: Sketch of a conic orifice. Figure 2: Draw of a nozzle with counterbore.

Table 1: Injectors properties

L/D L/D counterbore

Fraction of depth

of counterbore from

original length

Times the diameter

of the original
Alias

Injector 1. original 5.2 0.0 0 1 Original

Injector 2 2.9 0.6 0.4 3.5 L0.4D3.5

Injector 3 3.7 0.4 0.3 3.5 L0.3D3.5

Injector 4 4.4 0.2 0.15 3.5 L0.15D3.5

Injector 5 3.1 1.1 0.4 2 L0.4D2

The arrangement is composed of the Bosch CRI2-20 injector, a common rail,

thermo-regulator, a trigger generator which drives the signal to the Solenoid in-

jector, and a high-pressure pump. The fuel tank is connected to a high-pressure

pump which pressurizes the fuel and sends it to a diesel common rail. The com-

mon rail is instrumented with a kistler sensor to precisely measure the pressure

and a PDI actuator to control it. The thermo-regulator permitted to set an

injector holder temperature of 70◦C for all experimental test conditions using

glycol as cooling fluid. The selection of the temperature is based in engine-like

temperatures similar to those used in Engine Combustion network guidelines

and capabilities of the test equipment. The back pressure was set introduc-

ing nitrogen gas in the cavity of the test rig with, and it was varied from 20

to 120 bar. The duration of the energizing time (ET) was varied between 0.8
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Table 2: Test matrix for Measurements of Spray G injector.

Name Tested values units

Rail pressure 400/800/ 1200/1600/ 2000 bar

Back pressure 20/45/80/120 bar

Energizing time 800/1500 µs

Cycles for test condition 50 -

and 1.5 ms. The experiments were performed systematically, changing the ET,

Injection pressure and back pressure. The measurements were performed once

enough time passed at each condition so the values were stabilized. The exe-

cuted experimental matrix is summarized in Table 2, where there are captured

the operative conditions range of the injectors.

2.3. Rate of injection test rig

The ROI test rig allows for measuring the ejected mass. It is a long-tubed

type of commercial equipment. The sensor in the device can measure the time-

resolved injection event. The measuring principle used is the Bosch method,

which consists in injecting into a fuel-filled measuring tube. The back pressure

is achieved with a cavity filled with nitrogen, which mitigates the pressure oscil-

lations. Figure 4 depicts a diagram with the parts described. The fuel ejection

creates a pressure increase inside the tube, which is proportional to the rise in

fuel mass. The form of this signal links to the rate of injection.

It is collected 50 samples for each test condition using a high-speed acqui-

sition system, varying: back pressure, injection pressure, and energizing time

(ET). Then, the raw data is averaged and later corrected to account for the

signal cumulative phenomenon [37]. The resulting curve is integrated to obtain

the total mass per injection. Finally, the amount injected is compared to the

mass increase measured by a high precision scale located downstream. From

the mass conservation consideration, both quantities should be equal, so the

ROI curve is corrected to target the measurement of the scale. The standard
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deviation was below 3% for the case of Pr=400 bar and 1% for the rest of rail

pressures . The measurement error on this device is typically around 0.5 % after

proper calibration, being more reliable for longer injections. Figure 3 illustrate

a sketch describing the injection rate set up.

Figure 3: Sketch of the injection system.

Figure 4: Diagram of the ROI parts [38].

2.4. Rate of momentum test rig

The rate of momentum test rig consists of a constant volume chamber with a

piezoelectric pressure sensor calibrated to measure the momentum flux directly.

It can be pressurized with nitrogen up to 100 bar. The complete description of
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the test rig can be found in [39]. It has a continuous fuel evacuation system,

and the fuel pump and the thermoregulator are the same used in the injection

rate test rig. It is capable of characterizing multi-hole nozzle, where hole to hole

variations are evaluated. The assumption for spray momentum measurement

are:

� Uniform chamber pressure.

� Incoming air velocity perpendicular to axis.

With these assumptions, the momentum flux can be independent on chamber

pressure or distance from the origin because momentum is conserved in the axial

direction. The sensor is placed at an angle to the nozzle, so the fuel spray hits the

sensor target perpendicularly, and also only one single spray plume is capture

at a time. The test matrix for this test was the same as the Rate of injection.

Nevertheless, it was not measured the back pressure of 120 bar since it is not

possible for the test rig.

The data acquisition procedure is the same as the rate of injection capturing

50 samples for each test point. The cumulative phenomenon was corrected.

However, there was not performed a comparison with a scale downstream. The

sensor provides a direct measure of the momentum flux. The measurement error

for spray momentum was under 1% for the points acquired.

Figure 5: Rate of Momentum set up.
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Table 3: Test matrix for Measurements of Spray G injector.

Back Pressure

(bar)

Injection pressure

(bar)

Energising Time

(ms)

Repetitions for

point tested

20/45 400/ 800/1200/1600/2000 1.5 10

2.5. Visualization vessel

For the second part, a non-evaporative visualization vessel was used to record

the sprays. The imaging technique used was Mie-scattering. It consists of

illuminating the fuel droplets with a light source and collecting the scattered

light with a camera. It allows the visualization of the fuel spray liquid phase.

Since it is measured in non-evaporative conditions, it can be obtained the fuel

liquid penetration and angle of the spray plumes. The complete description of

the scattering phenomenon is described in [6]. The test matrix measured in this

experiment is shown in Table 3. The hardware used was two light sources 2Xe-

arc (1000W), and the camera was a Photron Fastcam SA-5. The images were

captured at a frame rate of 28k fps, using a shutter speed of 16.60µs, allowing

to capture an area of interest of 82x72mm, which is enough to capture these

developed sprays. Figure 6 shows a picture of the setup.

Figure 6: Visualization MIE set up.

The image processing is one of an essential part of any visualization data
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analysis. The processing methodology followed is described in [5]. Each image

is processed using an algorithm that detects the spray boundary and computes

its associated properties. The algorithms are optimized for detection perfor-

mance of MIE scattering images which is described in detail in [6]. The critical

information obtained from the visualization technique for injector comparison

are Spray penetration and spray angle. Figure 7 represents the steps to process

each image. The error associated with this technique is explained in [6].

� Spray penetration: The liquid penetration in Mie scattering images is

calculated by detecting the pixel on the contour that is the furthest from

the outlet orifice of the nozzle. Therefore, it is the axial distance from the

injector outlet to the furthest point.

� Spray angle: The spray angle from visualization data can be obtained

in several ways once the contour has been detected. The different criteria

can produce substantial differences in the resulting spreading angle, so it

is essential to indicate the selection of one over the others. In this work

the criteria considered was Fixed Origin [6], in which the origin is fixed,

and then two lines are adjusted with using a weighted average of each

point of the contour defined in polar coordinates.

Figure 7: Image Processing.
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3. Results and discussion

This section presents a comparison between the five injectors. The discussion

is divided between hydraulic comparison, where injection rate and momentum

results are presented, and visualization comparison, where macro characteristics

of the sprays in non-evaporative conditions are shown.

3.1. Hydraulic comparison

3.1.1. Rate of injection

Measurements of the rate of injection were performed for all the injectors

covering the test matrix. As mentioned before, the injection temperature was

kept constant at 70◦C thanks to the thermo-regulator. From the injection rate

signal, a value of stabilized mass flow is obtained, averaging the moment when

the needle is completely lifted, and the flow is only constrained by the nozzle

orifices.

In Figure 8, it can be observed the different values of stabilized mass flow

for the five injectors. It can be appreciated that the original nozzle and the

L0.3D3.5 nozzle have the minimum values. The nozzle L0.15D3.5 have an inter-

medium value and the nozzles L0.4D3.5, and L0.4D2 have the maximum values.

Therefore, it was observed that greater counterbore depth increases the stabi-

lized mass flow. The reason possibly lies in that there probably are slightly

different orificies outlet diameters for the modified injectors, as it would be ex-

plored in section 3.1.3. Also, the figure reported that the stabilized mass flow is

proportional to the injection pressure which indicates that there is no cavitation

in the range of pressures tested.

3.1.2. Rate of momentum

For this experiment, it was measured three of the 8 orifices of each injector.

Precisely, it was measured ROM for the orifices 1, 3 and 5. Results reported

that little variability was found between them as depicted in Figure 9, so it is

assumed that all orifices contribute the same to the ROM. Similar results were

obtained for the rest of the injectors.
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Figure 8: Stabilized mass flow for the 5 injectors. Darker dots means higher Pback (80, 45, 20

bar).

Figure 9: Variability between holes (original injector).

Figure 10 shows the effects of the counterbores on the ROM. The stabilized

rate of momentum tendency is similar to the one found in ROI results. It is

observed that the original nozzle and the L0.3D3.5 nozzle have the minimum

values. The nozzle L0.15D3.5 have an intermedium value. Finally, the nozzles

L0.4D3.5 and L0.4D2 have the maximum values of spray momentum. No def-
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inite conclusion could be ascribed to the geometry of the counterbore to this

point. However, in the next section where nozzle coefficients are examined some

conclusions could be extracted.
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Figure 10: Stabilized Rate of momentum of the five injectors. Darker dots means higher Pback

(80, 45, 20 bar).

3.1.3. Nozzle coefficients

Using the experimental data from ROI and ROM, other parameters that

indicate the performance of the nozzle could be obtained to achieve a more

in-depth comparison between injectors [40]. For this purpose, the discharge

coefficient, effective velocity, and effective diameter will be analyzed.

Figure 11 shows the discharge coefficient parameter for the five injectors

against the square root of delta P. It is calculated as shown in eq 2, where A0

is the total outlet area computed using diameter from drawings.

Cd =
ṁf

A0

√
2 · ρf · ∆p

(2)

The values of Cd cannot be greater than 1; therefore, there are some dif-

ferences between the specification from drawings of the nozzle holes and the

real ones, however, in this case, we are not interested in the value itself but its
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Figure 11: Discharge coefficient.
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Figure 12: Effective diameter of the five injectors.

comparison between the injectors. It can be seen that the discharge coefficient

value is kept almost constant through all the injection pressures which indicate

no change of nozzle regime in the range tested. Consequently, the same effec-

tive area is used by each injector. It can be observed that nozzle L0.4D3.5 and

L0.4D2 have the largest Cd, the nozzle L0.15D3.5 have an intermedium value,

and the nozzles L0.3D3.5 and the original have the lowest Cd. It designates that
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a larger effective area is used for the nozzles with the counterbore. Figure 12

report the same tendency of the nozzles this time with the effective diameter

(Def ). It was found slightly higher effective diameter values than the originals

from the nozzle, so probably the counterbore enhanced to some extent the mass

injected.

The authors suspect that the outlet section of the orifices is no equal for

all injectors. Modifications were made to the original injectors orifices whose

k-factor indicates a positive conical shape. Therefore, the exit diameter would

depend on the depth of the recess as shown in Figure 13. Assuming this is true

and depending on the depth of the counterbore, a corrected exit diameter was

computed for each injector in order to compare those accurately.

The corrected diameters are obtained from knowing the total original orifice

length and applying Eq. 1, in which it is assumed a proportional decrease of

the orifice section. To obtain the exit diameter for a given orifice the distance

of the recess is subtracted from the original length, and by using the k-factor

equation, the corrected outlet diameter is computed.

The new diameters were bigger, although only 4.3 % bigger when looking

at the worst case with the deeper recess. When computing the new discharge

coefficients using the corrected diameters reasonable values (<1) where obtained

(see Figure 14), which indicates diameters closer to reality. The results indicate

that the diameter of the recess affects the Cd (nozzles with D3.5). However,

there is not a clear tendency can be induced when looking at the depth of

counterbore. Differences in external flow would add more information.

Figure 13: Sketch of the nozzle orifice.
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Figure 15: Effective velocity for the 5 injectors.

The Figure 15 depicts the effective velocity against the delta P. It is calcu-

lated as shown in equation 3.

ueff =
Ṁf

ṁf
(3)

This theoretical velocity is computed from the ROI and ROM data. It
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Table 4: Hydraulics results. Depth effect.

Injector

Times the φ

of the

original

%

Depth

Mean

Def

(µm)

Def

variation

(%)

Variation in

mass flow (%)

Variation in

momentum flux (%)

Variation in

Velocity (%)

Original 0 0 144.7 0 0 0 0

L0.15D3.5 3.5 15 144.1 -0.4 -0.7 -3 -2.3

L0.3D3.5 3.5 30 147.7 +2.0 +4.2 +1.7 -3.9

L0.4D3.5 3.5 40 154.4 +6.3 +7.8 +3.4 -5.6

decreases mostly for the nozzle L0.4D3.5. Nozzle L0.4D2 is the next lowest.

However, the rest are together around the value of the original. The reduction of

effective velocity may be ascribed to the increase of mass flow since the nozzles

with higher mass flow have the lowest effective velocity. By the continuity

equation, this reduction can be explained if it is assumed that the injected mass

flow is kept approximately the same.

A linear fit was done for the experimental data for all the cases using the

least squares fit to quantify the differences in the parameters analyzed. The

increment in slope and abscissa can be translated to a difference in percentage,

which is reflected in the following tables.

First, in Table 4 is analyzed the influence of the depth of the recess in the

results obtained:

Nozzles with deeper counterbore showed higher injected mass per cycle, so

the depth of the recess is increasing the mass flow rate (except L0.15D3.5 which

presented almost the same value as the original). The exact relation for the

variation of momentum flux is not clear since a tendency cannot be inferred.

The nozzle L0.15D3.5 is an exception again. Nevertheless, for the velocity, it is

reduced when the counterbore is deeper. The exception of the nozzle L0.15D3.5

is attributed to imperfections and uncertainties in the geometry of the orifices.

The use of X-rays or silicon technique could provide exact geometry information

to draw a reason for this injector behavior.

Secondly, in Table 5 is analyzed the influence of the diameter of the recess

in the results obtained:

As it can be observed in Table 5, increasing diameter of the recess would
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Table 5: Hydraulics results. Diameter effect.

Injector

Times the

φ of the

original

%

Depth

Mean

Def

(µm)

Def

variation

(%)

Variation in

mass flow (%)

Variation in

momentum flux (%)

Variation in

Velocity (%)

Original 0 0 144.7 0 0 0 0

L0.4D2 2 40 152.5 +5.1 +7.8 +6.8 -1.9

L0.4D3.5 3.5 40 154.4 +6.3 +7.8 +3.4 -5.6

decrease the effective velocity. However, the variation of ROM does not present

a clear tendency, and probably other variables are affecting its change so no

conclusions can be obtained. Looking at the variation in mass flow, the incre-

ment to respect to the original is the same for each nozzle. Therefore, it can be

stated that the diameter of the counterbore does not affect the mass flow for

the same depth.

3.2. Visualization comparison

As mentioned in the methodology section, the technique used to analyze the

non-evaporative spray was Mie-Scattering. The videos recorded were processed

following the procedure explained in detail in [6] : background subtraction, im-

age division, contour detection (by thresholding) and finally contour analysis.

Measurements of spray penetration and spray angle were acquired for each in-

jector and orifice. Each spray is processed separately for each repetition and

time step; however, the results shown in this section are the averaged value of

measured liquid spray penetration for all spray plumes and repetitions, in a

representative population of the whole data.

3.2.1. Spray penetration

Figure 16 illustrates the spray penetration for different pressures for the

original nozzle, the standard deviation is represented with the shades. As it can

be noticed, there is little dispersion between repetitions. It was observed similar

variation for all the injectors.

Figure 17 shows an example of the penetration of the sprays in function of

time for the case of 400 bar of injection pressure and 20 bar of back pressure. It
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Figure 16: Spray penetration against time, shot to shot variation.
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Figure 17: Spray penetration against time, injectors comparison.

is detected that the penetration decreases for any modified injector for a given

time. For example, at 500 µs the original injector has the highest penetration,

whereas L0.15D3.5 and L0.3D3.5 have 4.1% lower, and L0.4D3.5 and L0.4D2

have 12.5% lower. It is coherence with the results obtained in the hydraulic

characterization since for the injector that has the lowest penetration has the
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lowest effective velocities.
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Figure 18: Spray penetration at 250µs.

Figure 18, depicts the penetration at 250 µs for different injection pressure

and the two back pressure 20 and 45. For this time the penetration error was

below 1.5%. It is observed less penetration for nozzles with a deeper recess.

Moreover, the differences are more significant for lower injection pressures. On

the contrary, for higher injection pressure the penetration differences are smaller,

so the points collide together. Finally, it has been observed that maximum

average penetration varies between injectors. From the shot to shot analysis

showed little dispersion on penetration. Higher injection pressure increases the

slope of the penetration whereas higher back pressure decreases it as expected.

Nozzles with the deepest recess (L0.4) have the lowest penetration at lower

injection pressures. Lastly, at higher injection pressure all the nozzles behave

similarly.

3.2.2. Spray angle

As commented in the previous section, the criteria for angle calculation used

was fixed origin since it was more robust for a broader range of injection pressure

because of the longer stabilized values.
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Figure 19: Effects of Pr and Pback over the spray angle.

Figure 19 shows how the injection pressure and back pressure affect the spray

angle. It is observed an expected behavior of spray angle with the variation of

both parameters. For higher Pr the angle decreases because the spray has more

momentum in the hole direction. On the other hand, higher Pback increases

the spray angle, because it increases the air density and also the resistance to

advance the spray. This behavior is present in all the injectors.

Next, it is aimed to set criteria for spray angle comparison between the

nozzles using the information from the conditions tested. Figure 20 depicts an

example of spray angle against time for Pr= 400 bar. It can be observed that in

the first moments of injection the angle is relatively large because of the criteria

calculation. Once the spray is developed the angle achieve a comparatively

stabilized value.

The approach to compare the nozzle analyses the value of the angles when

those are stabilized. The value is calculated averaging inside a chosen time

window. The window that the authors believe that captures the stabilized

value are between 1.6 and 2 ms. Figure 21 shows the stabilized values using this

approach. It can be seen that the angles are affected by the nozzle geometry.

More air entrainment would be translated into higher angles. The results report

that at higher Pr the influence of the counterbore on the angles is less evident.

Next, in Table 6 and Table 7 is presented a summary of results to evalu-

ate easier the effect of depth and diameter in the nozzles and understand its

effect separately. For the stabilized angle for each back pressure, an average is
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Figure 20: Spray angle against time for Pr =400 bar and Pback = 20 and 45.
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Figure 21: Stabilized spray angle values.

computed. The error of the stabilized angle was found to be around 3%.

Table 6 analyzes the effect of the depth of the counterbore. It reports that

the stabilized angle increases with the depth for both back pressures (considering

L0.4 and L0.3 nozzles have similar angles). The increase is not linear since no

proportional increase with the depth is observed. In the case of Pback = 20 bar,

a depth of 0.15 of the total length produces almost no variation, whereas at

0.3 and 0.4 have an increase of 11.47% and 9.27% respectively. This behavior

could be produced due to at 0.15 the spray is not influenced by the counterbore

wall. However, from 0.3 the spray could be hitting the edge of the recess at the

exit of the nozzle which causes widening of the jet. At 45 Pback the argument
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is similar though the 0.15 influence this time the angle of the spray. It may be

because at higher Pback the density increases which raises the resistance for the

jet to advance. It produces a broader plume from first instances of penetration,

which facilitates the counterbore to influence in the angle. These results are in

coherence with the hydraulic characterization performed, where it showed lower

exits velocities however higher mass flow.

Table 7 reports the results of the effect of the diameter in the angle of the

spray. It can be observed that for both Pback the angle increases with the

diameter comparing to the original nozzle, albeit there is not any clear trend

which indicates the influence of the size of the diameter. Results for the lower

Pback gives higher increment than at high Pback . The effect of the diameter is

detected to be less important than the effect of the depth of the recess since

between the two injectors studied there are not many differences.

Table 6: Effect of depth. First angle approach.

Injector

Times

the φ of

the

original

%

Depth

Mean

Def

(µm)

Stab.

angle

Pback

20

Variation

(%)

Stab.

angle

Pback

45

Variation

(%)

Variation

in mass

flow (%)

Variation in

momentum

flux (%)

Variation

in

Velocity (%)

Original 0 0 144.7 16.71 ± 0.50 0 20.56 ± 0.62 0 0 0 0

L0.15D3.5 3.5 0.15 144.1 16.59 ± 0.50 -0.74 21.51 ± 0.65 +4.63 -0.7 -3 -2.3

L0.3D3.5 3.5 0.3 147.7 18.63 ± 0.56 +11.47 22.31 ± 0.67 +8.53 +4.2 +1.7 -3.9

L0.4D3.5 3.5 0.4 154.4 18.26 ± 0.55 +9.27 21.74 ± 0.65 +5.75 +7.8 +3.4 -5.6

Table 7: Effect of diameter. First angle approach.

Injector

Times

the φ of

the

original

%

Depth

Mean

Def

(µm)

Stab.

angle

Pback

20

Variation

(%)

Stab.

angle

Pback

45

Variation

(%)

Variation

in mass

flow (%)

Variation in

momentum

flux (%)

Variation

in

Velocity (%)

Original 0 0 144.7 16.71 ± 0.50 0 20.56 ± 0.62 0 0 0 0

L0.4D2 2 0.4 152.5 18.05 ± 0.54 +8.01 21.98 ± 0.66 +6.88 +7.8 +6.8 -1.9

L0.4D3.5 3.5 0.4 154.4 18.26 ± 0.55 +9.27 21.74 ± 0.65 +5.75 +7.8 +3.4 -5.6

4. Conclusions

This work has presented a study about the effect of the counterbore in diesel

injector nozzles. Five equal injectors were used for the experiments. The nozzle
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of four of them was modified adding a counterbore to the orifices. Each injector

had a different design varying the diameter and depth of the recess.

The rate of injection and momentum test rig were used to perform exper-

iments to characterize the hydraulic behavior of the injectors. Results from

this part report slightly higher ROI and ROM values for injectors with coun-

terbore compared with the original nozzle (except for injector L0.15D3.5 which

reported lower, as stated in section 3.1.3). It was observed for the modified

injectors that the effective velocity decreases when diameter or depth of recess

increases. Moreover, it was realized that there could be a possible uncertainty

of the orifice diameters due to the k factor on the modified injectors. Looking at

nozzle coefficient, Discharge coefficients results suggest there are bigger orifices

diameters than the ones indicated. Also, effective diameters calculated are more

significant than expected orifice diameters form drawings. Perhaps a Silicon or

X-rays analysis of the injector nozzles could provide reliable information about

the geometry.

Visualization results depicted lower angle and higher penetration for the

original nozzle. The modified nozzles, whose hydraulic analysis arose lower ef-

fective velocity, presented higher angles and lower penetration which was an

expected outcome. Deeper counterbore caused higher angle and lower penetra-

tion, nevertheless, the effect of the diameter of the recess on the penetration

and the angle seemed to be less critical.

Finally, Differences in all the study are minimal to state a real conclusion.

Probably, there are uncertainties about the diameter of the orifices which could

lead to a misleading conclusion in the hydraulic characteristics. Future mea-

surements of those could provide more obvious conclusions regarding this part.

The presence of counterbore in diesel injector could benefit the air-fuel mixture

mostly for more air entrainment, higher angles, and lower penetration. How-

ever, the drawback of including the recess is lower exit velocities which could

harm the penetration performance at high chamber pressures.
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